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Abstract—Surveillance and supervision systems have a major
role in insuring the safety and availability of industrial
equipments and installations. Default detection and diagnosis is
highly important to facilitate the planning and implementation of
curative and preventive actions. Industrial systems are usually
governed by different physical phenomena’s and diverse
technological components. Bond graph, being a powerful tool
based on energetic and multi-physical analysis can be a welladapted tool in default detection. The resulting Bond Graph
model, allows to apply model based diagnosis methods to detect
and eventually isolate defaults. In this paper, energetic systems
diagnosis problems are discussed by detailing existing diagnosis
methods. The proposed modeling tool is then introduced with
illustration of different use cases and applications examples.
Diagnosis methods based on Bond Graph model are presented, as
well as the extension of these methods with uncertain parameters
models. Finally, the studied diagnosis method is applied for
default detection and isolation using the study case of asynchrony
motor.
Keywords—Bond graph; diagnostic; fault detection; energy
systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

Any failure of a process is harmful in an environment
where performance is paramount. It is, therefore, necessary to
ensure permanently the functioning vis-à-vis process goals
that have been assigned. The information to translate the
behavior of a system is given by the actions of one variable.
The quality of measurements is essential to allow monitoring
and evaluation of the performance of a process. The quality of
information can be increased by improving the precision
instrumentation and multiplying the number of sensors. For
technical or financial reasons, this solution in which the same
quantity is measured by several sensors is for high-tech
industries or those with high technological risks. Furthermore,
this hardware redundancy does not protect against a failure of
some common elements of the electrode: several sensors
measuring the same size are generally geographically
neighboring and powered by the same electric network; a
power failure causes a stop of the whole measurement system.
Exploiting a priori models accurate linking different
measured variables is another way to check the reliability of
the measurements. The analytical redundancy has the
advantage of not increasing the cost of the installation and to
disengage from material constraints. In the field of
diagnostics, methods based on the concept of redundancy of
information have been developed.

Fig. 1. Bond Graph Representation of a Monitoring System.

The mathematical process, analytical redundancy methods,
therefore, require a model of the system being monitored. This
model includes several parameters whose values are assumed
to be known during normal operation. The comparison
between the actual system behavior and the expected behavior
given by the model provides a quantity called residue, which
will be used to determine if the system is in a failed state or
not and specify if any part or component failing system.
Diagnoses of operation of a system are to detect and locate the
internal defects (affecting the process itself), external faults
(affecting actuators, sensors), abnormal operation, then to
estimate the main characteristics of the highlighted defects
(their amplitudes).
The modeling of the different sections of the pumping
system that we will describe its diagnostic in this work was
presented and investigated in [1].
II. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM’S DESCRIPTION
The systems designed and manufactured by man (vehicles,
aircraft, telecommunications networks, factories) are
becoming more complex. This complexity is due to a large
number of components making up these systems. Despite the
high-security requirements, reducing operating costs and
control of equipment availability, these systems are not
immune to failure. This is why monitoring, diagnosis
(detection, location, identification of failures), repairing or
reconfiguration is very important. These activities help to
detect and locate faults, minimize repair time and provide a
reliable and easy interpret diagnosis despite the complexity of
the equipment. Nowadays, the implementation of automated
systems requires the establishment of important tools for the
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diagnosis and monitoring to help companies in their constant
search for better functioning of their lower-cost systems. In
this context, many approaches have been developed for fault
detection and diagnosis by different auto research
communities. These approaches can be classified generally as
methods based models, pattern recognition basis, based on
Bayesian networks, base case, and methods based decision
tree. The model-based methods consider a behavioral model
based on fundamental physical principles. These models can
be of the quantitative type expressed as mathematical
equations (constraints) or qualitative type, expressed for
example in the form of logical relationships. The methods for
pattern recognition basic aim to identify an area of values that
correspond to failed states. The methods based on Bayesian
networks are probabilistic methods that allow making the
diagnosis. The methods based on the tree decision can build a
tree in successive issues. Depending on the response, this tree
can be built and allows the diagnosis. The case-based methods
include recording in a knowledge base effects observed
defects that have occurred in the past and then, when acting
occurs abnormal.
1) Terminology: As a step towards unified terminology,
the Technical Committee of International Federation of
Automatic Control "(IFAC) SAFEPROCESS suggested
definitions in the field of fault diagnosis.
- Structural analysis: Analysis of the structural properties
of models, i.e. properties that are independent of the actual
values of the parameter.
- Failure: A permanent interruption of the ability of the
system to perform a function required under specified
operating conditions.
- Default: An unlicensed deviation of at least one structural
property or characteristic parameter of the system in relation
to the nominal behavior (usual or acceptable).
- Default detection: The determination of the presence of
defects and the moment of their occurrences.
- Insulation of fault: The determination of the type,
location and time of occurrence of a defect.
- Identification: The determination of the size and temporal
behavior of a defect.
- Diagnostic: Determination of type, size, location and
time of occurrence a defect; it tracks the detection of defects
and includes isolation and identification.
- Failure effect: The consequence of a failure mode on the
operation, function, or status of a variable.
- Qualitative model: A system model describing behavior
with relationships between variables and system parameters in
heuristic terms such as causalities or rules.
- Quantitative model: A system model describing behavior
with relationships between variables and system parameters in
analytic terms such as equations differences or differences.
- Modeling of the defect: Determination of a mathematical
model to describe a specific effect of the defect.

- Re setup: Change of the structure and parameters of the
controller. The original goal of Command is reached although
execution may be degraded.
- Analytical redundancy: Determining a variable by
measuring or using a mathematical model of the process under
consideration.
- Residue: Signals carrying information, based on the
difference between measurements and calculations based on
the model.
- Threshold: The limit value of the deviation of a residual
with the zero, so if it is exceeded, a defect is declared as
detected.
2) Methods of diagnosis: The diagnostic strategy and the
form in which knowledge is available to determine the
methods used to design the monitoring algorithms. The main
criterion for classification of monitoring methods is based on
the type of knowledge; there are two types of approaches
methods: the methods using operating models and those using
diagnostic models (often known as the methods with or
without model).
3) Methods without models: Described by several
realization modes, methods without a model as the name
implies, have no operating model. Otherwise, no model is
describing normal behavior and delinquent the behavior of the
system. The methods are then called learning processes and
pattern recognition [2] or artificial intelligence. [3] The model
without method is used in the case of complex systems dealing
with very varied data (analog, digital) or imprecise (noise
measurement). The goal of pattern recognition is to
automatically classify shapes in modes (classes) known a
priori. Therefore, these techniques must know a priori at all
operating states (normal and default).
Analysis Phase: This phase involves the gathering of all
existing information on the data process from the various
sensors, models of devices, history, and experience. From this
phase, we must get a precise definition of the parameters that
will observe or represent the operating modes. A series of
observations of the same model is not a single point but
occupies an area of the observation space. This is due to the
noise inherent in the various measures. It is therefore
associated with each observed form of a mode or class. After
representing the modes by significant parameters, we try to
have as much data on each observable mode; this is the
learning phase.
The phase of selection of a detection system: The
boundaries between the classes are defined in this phase. A
decision system capable to decide the membership or not of a
new observation to existing classes is created. Many solutions
used to define the decision system can be retained. [2] Cites a
non-exhaustive methods of parametric discrimination with
rejection (assume full knowledge of probability laws
governing observations and applied under the Gaussian
assumption with parameter estimation), methods of
nonparametric discrimination (laws probability in each class
are unknown but can be estimated by the method of Parzen or
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the nearest neighbor), Operating phase. It is the
implementation phase of the diagnostic system to propose a
decision for any new observation made. The system must
adapt its decision rule based on new classes detected.
4) Methods this second family of models: (Which is also
our study) is based on the existence of material or analytical
redundancy to characterize the operation mode or the system
status. The principle of redundancy is to determine the value
of variables in different ways and to analyze whether the
results coincide. Physical redundancy consists of using
multiple sensors for measuring the same variable. These
sensors indicate the normal operation of the same value of
noise and inaccuracies of close measurement. The duplication
of the sensors is necessary to detect single faults. However,
the location of the failure requires a minimum of three
sensors, we will proceed to a majority vote. This method has
been widely used in industry because it is easy to apply and
very reliable, however, it is very heavy and expensive.
Furthermore, it is not always applicable for architectural and
material reasons and its scope is limited to only sensors
failures. Unlike hardware redundancy, analytical redundancy
allows finding the relationships between the known variables
of the system (inputs and outputs). Many works are devoted to
them, including the summaries found in [4], [5], [6] and the
teaching manual [7] for linear systems. In this case, the
generation of waste can be achieved by different approaches:
5) Approach parameter estimation: The input and output
signal systems are used to estimate the different values of the
analytical model parameters. The system parameters are
estimated using identification procedures. The differences
between the estimated values and the reference values are the
residues. When the nominal values are not known, another
approach is consisting to replace them with earlier estimates.
In this case, the gap residues concerning zero are the result of
parameter variations. These differences are then analyzed by
the decision theory [4], [8].
The approach of state estimation: This is the dual approach
to the estimation of parameters. The state estimation
techniques use the raw database to estimate the state of the
system x (t) and consequently its output y (t). These are
compared with the actual outputs: any deviation between the
measured value of the output and the actual value is a residue.
There are two classes of approaches, the first one estimates the
state vector (Luenberger observer [9] Kalman filter [10] and
deduces the estimated output by applying the measurement
equation. the other approach uses the observers who feel
directly outputs, or more generally any combination of the
state variables including the theoretical behavior is known in
normal operation. [11].
The approach of parity space: This approach led to a
rewriting of the equations of state and measurement, in which
only known variables (commands and outputs) are allowed to
appear. In the linear case, these equations are known by the
parity equations and analytical redundancy relations (RRA) in
the most general case.

III. ROBUST DIAGNOSIS BY BOND GRAPH APPROACH
The diagnosis systems by Bond Graph approach is one of
the methods that are based on the use of a mathematical model
of the system. Analytical methods rely on a knowledge of the
system established by the explicit formulation of an analytical
model of the monitored system. The basic principle of this
approach is based on the acquisition of information through
sensors on the monitoring process. The comparison between
the actual behavior of the process and the behavior predicted
by the model provides the information in a set of signals
indicative of defects (residues). Analysis (time or frequency)
of these signals can detect and optionally interpret any
abnormal behavior of the system and locate its origin. From a
representation by a bond graph approach, a monitoring system
can be illustrated in Fig. 1. There are essentially two parts: one
for the transfer of power and energy (formed by the process
and all of the actuators), while the second shows the signals
(information system is the sensors and the control system).
The bond graph model represents the energy of the system.
The process is generally modeled by the usual elements of
bond graphs (R, C, I, and the junctions). The actuators (pump,
heat source,) are modeled by the sources (stress and/or flow).
The sources can be simple (Se, Sf) or modulated (MSe, MSf ),
which is controlled by an external signal provided by a
controller or operator. The sensors and the control system
form the information system. In the first system (energy), the
exchanged power is represented by a half-arrow (a power link)
led the effort and the flow variables. In the second system
(information system) the exchanged power is negligible, it is
then represented by an information link (arrow) which is the
same used in the classic block diagrams.
Monitoring algorithms (IDF detection and fault isolation)
receive online information from the sensors (sensors of effort
and flow) and withdraw the supervision system alarms. The
information on the status of faulty elements is transmitted to
the maintenance service. In the following sections, the
different approaches to a bond graph by IDF are presented.
There are two main approaches to bond graph process
monitoring: the quantitative approach and the qualitative
approach. Monitoring algorithms (IDF detection and fault
isolation) receive online information from the sensors (sensors
of effort and flow) and withdraw the supervision system
alarms.
1) The qualitative approach for diagnosis using the bond
graph: This approach does not require a very precise model.
Unlike conventional representations of knowledge that
describe the structure of the system and its status through
various tools (block diagram, differential equations, etc.), the
qualitative leap graphs explicitly describe the location of the
system components and their interconnections. Thereafter, the
based surveillance modeling qualitative bond graph is simpler
in comparison with quantitative methods because it does not
require a specific model. These qualitative models are built
without consideration of system parameters. They are based
on qualitative values (instead of numerical values) defined by
the set {[1] [+] [0] [-] [-1] [?]} Representing the quality of the
deviation in the space measures compared to the normal
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operation. Operators are thus qualitative, they can be defined
using the operators of real numbers {+, -, x, ÷, =} [12].
We then solve a system of qualitative equations to
determine the cause of failures. Other studies use temporal
causal graphs to isolate failures taking into account the
dynamics (and the order) of occurrence of the fault. [12] Other
authors use qualitative analysis of linear equations of state to
determine possible causes of failure. [13] The advantage of
this approach is that it does not require a deep knowledge of
the system structure or numerical magnitudes of the
parameters. However, this approach becomes a complicated
process for multi-energy and has other drawbacks such as
non-fault detection sensors and the difficulty of determining
the lower and upper limits of the deviations [14].
2) The quantitative approach for diagnosis using the bond
graph: The principle of this approach is to compare the
normal behavior of the process with the digital model. Unlike
the qualitative approach, the quantitative approach is based on
physical laws and requires a deep knowledge of the system
structure and the numerical values of the parameters. Models
whatever their forms (transfer function, equations of state,) are
obtained based on physical laws (first principles laws) [15] or
the basis of a statistical parameter identification [16], [5]. In
the remainder of this section, we will outline the methods of
diagnosis based models using the Bond Graph approach.
3) Observers to enter unknown: An observer is defined as
an unknown input because the estimation error of the state
vector tends to zero asymptotically without taking into
account the unknown input (for example, a disturbance) in the
system [17]. The following LTI system:

Ax  t   Bu  t   D  t   nx0  t   Ney  t   Ly  t 
 Gu  t   EC  Ax  t   Bu  t   D  t   

Nx  t   nx0  t  

 t   Rn is

(1)

 
the state vector,
is
  t   Rq
the measurable input vector,
of the unknown
u

t

 Rm

y  t   Rp

input vector,
is the output vector. The observer
unknown input of this system is:

z  t   Nz  t   Ly  t   Gu  t 

x0  t   z  t   Ey  t 



Ne  t    LC  NP  PA x t  

G

(3)

 PB  u  t   P D t 

Where P  I  EC I  Rn *
The error converges to zero if:

n

and unit matrix.

PD  D  EDC  0

(4)

NP  LC  PA  0

(5)

G  PB  0

(6)

The solution of equation (66) for E can be written as:
E  D

 CD 

 Y

 Ip



 CD   CD 



(7)

CD  
Wherein 

is the generalized inverse of CD, Ip  Rp * p the unit,

Y is an arbitrary matrix of appropriate size. The
may be derived from equation (57) as follows:

G matrix

G  PB  B  ECB

(8)

The state error converges to zero as the poles
stable. Let K us:

N  PA  KC

N

are

(9)

dynamics of the error is given by:

e  t   x  t   x0  t  e  t   x  t   X 0  t  

 t   Z  t   ey  t  
Ax  t   Bu  t   D  t   Nz  t   Ly  t  
Gu  t   EC  Ax  t   Bu  t   D  t   

K  L  DO

(10)

N  PA  KC  PA 

L

 N C 

PA  LC  NEC NEC
  N  PA  LC or N

I

 EC  

NP  PA  LC

And as P is known, the poles N can be placed carefully
choosing the matrix K (eq. (11)).

,
(2)

z  t   Rn
Where
is the state vector, the matrices
N , L, G E and have suitable dimensions and are determined
x0  t 
such that
converges asymptotically to x  t  the

Ax  t   Bu  t   D

t 

The equation is true iff :

D  t  , y  t   Cx  t 
x

 LC  PA x  t 

  G  PB  u  t   P D

x  t   Ax  t   Bu  t  

Where

 NP

The closed-loop gains of the observer are:
L  K  K  NE 
K

I

 EC   P AE

 PA

 KC  E 

(11)

Calculation of matrix N, G, and L complete the
construction of the observer unknown complete order entry.
To isolate the fault, the disturbances must be redefined 52
equation system as follows:
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x  t   Ax  t   Bu  t   EDD  t  
Ef f
Gdd

 t  , y  t   Cx  t 
 t  Gf  f  t 

And as Hx is stable in healthy cases (without defects)
e  t   0 and r  t   0 as t   .



(12)

where x (t) is the state vector, y (t) is the output vector, u
(t) is the known input vector, d (t) is the unknown input vector
(disturbance), f (t) is the defects vector, the matrices
A, B, C, D, Ed , Ef , Gd and Gf are constant. An
observer unknown input with its waste generator is defined
by:

x0  t   Hxx0  t   Huu  t   Hyy  t  ,
(13)

Where Hx Hu, Hy, Mx My and have appropriate
dimensions.
Either
the
error
defined
by
e  t   x 0  t   T x  t  , where T is a transformation
matrix. The estimation error can be written as follows:
E  t   X 0  t   Tx  t  
Hxx0  t   Huu  t   Hyy  t 
 T Ax  t   t Bu  t  
T EDD  t   T Ef f  t  

T Ax  t   t Bu  t   T EDD  t   T Ef f  t  
Hx  x0  t   T x  t     HXT  HyC  TA  x  t 

1


Q2   CT 1 Rvb


 
1
Q7  

 C1Rb

 HyGf  T Ef  f  t  
HXE  t    HXT  HyC  TA  x  t 
  Hu  TB  u  t  
 HyGd  T Ed  d  t    HyGf  T Ef  f t  .

(14)

The residue vector is given by:

r (t )  M X E (t )   MyC  MxT  x  t 
 MyGdd  t   MyGf f  t 

 HyC  ,

TB  Hu , HyGd  T Ed
 0, MyC  MxT  0,
MyGd  0,

(16)

The estimation error and the residues are defined by:

r

 MXE

t 
t 



 HyGf

(19)

1 


0
 R 
Q2  1 
vb
 V (t )
      QP  
1 

 Q7  0 

0
 R 

vb 


 T Ef

 MyGf f (t )



f

(20)

Finally, Fig. 3© gives:
1


Q2   CT 1 Rvb
 
1
Q7  
 C1R
vb


1

CT 2 Rvb  Q2  1 
0
 
QP    V (t )
1  Q7  0 
 1

CT 2 Rvb 

(21)

(15)

The asymptotic convergence of the error and the
decoupling of the disturbances are verified with the following
conditions: Hx is stable,

 HXE

0

 Q2   1  Q   1 V (t )
1
 Q  0 P  1 

CT 2 Rvo   7   

For the model in Fig. 3(b):

  Hu  TB  u  t    HyGd  T Ed  d  t  

t 
t 

(18)

R : Rvo ; candidate defects, which are reflected by leaks in
tanks and leakage/blockage in the valve. If the fault is in the
R-element: Rvb while Fig. 2(b) shows that this component
gives the flow to the system. This element can be therefore
replaced by a stream source (Fig. 3(a)). Thereafter we proceed
to the construction of an observer unknown entry (taking into
account the new source of flow disturbance like), then the
residue takes a zero value if and only if the element R : Rvb is
in default. By following the same steps, one can construct the
observer for the other combinations of defects (Fig. 3(a), (b)
and (c)).
0
Q2  
 
Q7  0


 Huu  t   Hy  C  t   Gdd  t   Gf f  t   

E


 Q  1 
 2
QP
1
1  Q7  0 



CT 2 Rvb CT 2 Rvo 
1
CT 2 Rvb

For Fig. 3(a) model in the state space is:

Hxx0  t   HXT x  t   HXT x  t 

 HXT

1


Q2   CT 1 Rvb
 
1
Q7  
 C1R
vb


Consider the elements C : CT 1 , R : Rvb C : CT 2 and

r  t   Mxx0  t   Myy  t 

TA  

a) Application with the Bond Graph approach: At this
stage, we consider the system treated in section (Fig. 2).
The model in the state space is given by:

We note that the matrix A in equation (16) is different
from those found in equations (15), (16), (17), in each case,
we must build a corresponding observer. In the case of a fault
in the element R: RVO, 14 the equation can be rewritten as
follows:
1


Q2   CT 1 Rvb
 
Q7   1
 C1R
vb



 Q  1 
  2     QP
1
1
 Q7  0 


CT 2 Rvb CT 2 Rvo  Rvo 
1
CT 2 Rvb

(22)

Or

t  ,

x˙ t   Ax  t   Bu  t   Ax  t 

(17)

 Ax  t   Bu  t   Dv  t 

(23)
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In normal operation f (t) = 0 ∀ t. It is assumed initially that
(d (t) = 0, f (t) = 0).
Y (t )  Cx(t )  Du (t )
Y (t )  Cx(t )  Du (t )

(25)

Substituting x = Ax (t) + Bu (t) in equation (27) and
deriving up to the order m:
Y (t )  CAx(t )  CBu (t )  Du (t )
Fig. 2. System 2 Tanks (a) Bond Graph Equivalent (b).

Y (t )  CA2 x(t )  CABu (t )  CBu (t )  Du (t )
Y m (t )  CAm x(t )  CAm1 Bu (t ) 

 CBu m 1 (t )  Du m (t )

(26)

If the matrix is full rank, then you can apply the theorem
Caley Hamilton (Each matrix satisfies its characteristic
equation that is to say):

  A  0
Such that:

  s   sI  A  sn  an  1s n  1  ...  a0  A1S )
Fig. 3. Different Cases of unknown Input Assumptions Considered for
Defects.

Where, dA represented the change in matrix A due to a
parametric failure, its effect results in an unknown input. The
formulation presented in equation (23) can be implemented in
the model Bond Graph by the appropriate addition of stress
sources and flows. The model Bond Graph modified to a
defect in R: Rgb and C: CT2 respectively are shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b).
b) Discussions: The representation of the unknown
inputs in a bond graph model does not generalize the method
to design observers to unknown entries in a direct way (from
the bond graph model). Construction observers must
necessarily go through the step of writing the state equations
from the model. Under these conditions, the use of the Bond
Graph approach is not practical. In the remainder of this
article, we will introduce other approaches for diagnosis based
on the bond graph model.
4) Residues in the parity area outside: Consider the
following LTI system:

X (t )  Ax(t )  Bu (t )  Ed d (t )  E f f (t )
Y (t )  Cx(t )  Du (t )  Gd d (t )  G f f (t )

Then:
Y n (t )  CAn x(t )  CAn 1Bu (t ) 
n 1

 an 1CA x(t )  an  2CA
n 1

a0Cx(t )  CA Bu (t ) 
 an 1 ( y

n 1

(t )  CA

n2

n2

 CBu n 1 (t )  Du n (t )

x(t ) 

 a1CAx(t )

 CBu

Bu (t ) 

an  2 ( y n  2 (t )  CAn 3 Bu (t ) 

n 1

(t )  Du n (t )

 CBu n  2  Du n 1 (t )
 CBu n 3 (t )  Du n 1 (t )


a0 ( y (t )  Du (t ))
CAn 1 Bu (t ) 

 CBu n 1 (t )  Du n (t )

(27)

Or:

ARR (( y(t ), u(t )),( y(t ), u(t )), ,( y n (t ), u n (t )))  0

(28)

Equation (27) defines a set of constraints between the
inputs/outputs, which are by definition the Analytical
Redundancy Relations.
a) Sample Application: Consider the mass-springdamper system and its bond graph model represented by
Fig. 5(a) and (b).

(24)

Fig. 4. Bond Graph with unknown Grafted.
Fig. 5. Bond Graph Model of a System Mass-Spring-Damper.
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From the link graph model, the equations of the state space
are as follows:
 R

 x1   m
 
 x2   1
 m


 y1  

1

m


K 
 x1  1 
      u (t )
x
0
0  2  



x 
0  1 
  x2 

(29)

Where x1  P 2, x 2  Q3, u  t   F  t  and y1
is the output of the speed sensor. By applying several derived
from y1:
x1
u (t )
 R 
K
   2  x1  
 x2 
m
m
m 
m
R
K
u
(
t
)




 
,
 y1  
 x2 
m
m 
m
y1 

u (t )
 R 
K
y1   
 y1  
 x2 
m
m 
m
u (t )
 R 
 K 
 
 y1   2  x1 
m
m 
m 

(30)

We thus obtain an RRA (Relationship Analytical
Redundancy)

my1  Ry1  Ky1  u (t )  0

(31)

If we add a vertical displacement sensor (y2):

 y1 
 
 y2 

1
m

0


0   x1 
 x 
1  2 

(32)

We then get the following RRA:

my1  Ry1  Ky2  u (t )  0,
y1  y2  0,

(33)

As a conclusion, we can note from the previous example
that, the maximum degree spin in the RRA is "1". The first
analytical redundancy relationship RRA1 is responsive to a
static shift concerning the valuesy1 and y2, the second RRA2
is responsive to a static lag y1. If RRA is written with a
higher-order derivative, the detection of the shift in the sensors
will not be possible. Superior derived from a noise signal will
also cause problems in the decision step.
5) Analytical redundancy relations generation:
a) Graphical representation systems: Before presenting
the algorithm for generating the RRAS, we first wanted to
highlight some graphical representations of dynamical
systems. For this, we have chosen to proceed with a simple
example shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Tank Supplied with Water by a Pump.

b) Representation by a structural model: It is shown in
[18] that, from a structural standpoint, the dynamic model of
any physical system may be represented by the pair [C, Z],
with Z = {z1, z2 ... zn} represents the set variables and the
system parameters, and C = {c1, c2, cn} represents the set of
constraints. Then, the structural representation will express the
relationship between the variables and the constraints of the
process. The advantage of this representation is that it can
represent any system regardless of its model (qualitative,
quantitative, static, dynamic, rules, tables, etc.). Thus, the
analytical form of the system model is not necessarily
required. By applying the description given in [18], the
constraints corresponding to the hydraulic part of the system
of Fig. 6 are given in Table I. Where M (t) is the total mass in
the tank, qi (t) is the input flow, qo (t) is the output rate, u (t)
is the control of the level controller, the coefficient Cd
discharge valve, and the A section of the tank and ΦPi the
function corresponding to the level controller. In addition to
these relationships, an eighth constraint can be added by
introducing the derivative of the variable M (t): qo (t) output
rate, u (t) the control of the level controller, the discharge
coefficient Cd of the valve, the section A of the tank and ΦPi
the function corresponding to the level controller. In addition
to these relationships, an eighth constraint can be added by
introducing the derivative of the variable M (t):
TABLE. I.

STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE HYDRAULIC PART

Component

Constraint

Model

Tank

C1

M (t )  qi (t )  q0 (t )

Pump

C2

qi (t )   u (t )

Valve

C3

q0 (t )  Cd . M (t )

level sensor

C4

L(t ) 

Pressure sensor

C5

P(t )  M (t ).

flow sensor

C6

F (t )  q0 (t )

level regulator

C7

u (t )  PI ( M (t ))

M (t )
A


A
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c8 : M (t ) 

dM (t )
dt

The set of constraints C and all Z variables of the physical
system are therefore determined as follows:

C  c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 , c7 , c8 
Z  M (t ), M (t ), qi (t ), q0 (t ), u (t ), L(t ), P(t ), F (t )

Fig. 8. Bond Graph Model of the Example in Fig. 6.

(34)

Note that the structural model is used to determine the
structural properties of the systems (observability,
controllability,
surveillabilité,
and
reconfigurability)
independently of numerical values of the parameters.
Representation by a digraph
Consider the model of the example in Fig. 6 in the form of
the following state equations:
x (t ) f ( x (t ), u (t ))  Cd . x (t )   .u (t ),


y (t )  g ( x(t ), u (t ))  



 1

  A .x (t ) 

y1 (t )  

  2
y2 (t )   
.x(t ) 
A

y3 (t ) 
 
 Cd . x (t ) 





(35)

The digraph corresponding to the system of equation (35)
is a graph in which the vertices are the inputs, the outputs and
the states of the system; and the links between the vertices are
defined by the following rules:
- There exists a link xk top (respectively top ul) to the
vertex xi if and only if the state variable xk (respectively ul
input variable) appears in the function fi.
- There is a link to the top xk yi higher if and only if the
state variable xk appears in the function gj.
The digraph associated with equation (35) is given in
Fig. 7.
The representation by the digraph is an abstraction of the
dynamic model of the moment that the tops can be interpreted
as a mutual influence between the variables of the system.
The disadvantage of this form of representation is that it
does not represent the algebraic constraints of the model.
Representation by bond graph: The bond graph model,
derived causality, corresponding to the hydraulic part of the
physical system of Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. A Logging the Equations Corresponding to 35.

Using the bond graph representation, the set of variables Z
(known and unknown K X) and the set of constraints C can be
deducted directly from the bond graph model of the process.
c) Generation RRAS using the bond graph: The purpose
of using the graphical representation of links is to use a single
tool for modeling, the RRAS generation, the structural
analysis, and the monitoring and sensor placement. A bond
graph monitoring system can be represented by the diagram
shown in Fig. 1. There are essentially two parts: the bond
graph model and the information system. The bond graph
model represents the energy of the physical process. It
includes the process and all the actuators which are modeled
by the sources (effort or flow). The sources may be single: Se,
Sf (pump, heating, supply pressure, etc.) or modulated MSe,
MSf (sources controlled by an external signal provided by a
controller or a user). The sensors and the control system (PID,
T R, etc.) form the information system. In the first system
(energy), the power exchanged is represented by a half-arrow
(link) that translates the power of variables (effort and flow).
In the second system (information system) the power
exchanged is negligible; it is represented by an information
link.
The generation of RRAS through the bond graph
methodology is based on the same principles as in the bipartite
graph, namely the elimination of unknowns in an
overdetermined and observable subsystem. On a bond graph
model, the observability can be checked using the structural
properties developed in [19]. The known variables K are those
of the detectors and the sources while the unknown variables
X are those of the links of powers in the elements C, I and R.
The elimination of unknown variables is routinely on the bond
graph model with a causal property and a course of causal
paths. In the following, the developed approach consists of
generating an algorithmic and systematic way of the RRAS
corresponding to the residues and the failure's signature
matrix. In a bond graph representation, the relationship on
f ( K )  0 the definition of an RRA becomes:

f ( De , D f , Se , S f , MSe, MSf ,m )  0

(36)

With .theta..sub.m represents all the measured or estimated
system parameters. The algorithm presented here allows
generating all the possible RRAS from a bond graph model of
a given system. The model is first set preferably on the
derived causality (with inversion of the detectors if possible).
This avoids the initial conditions of the state and considers the
sources and detectors as inputs of the model. The RRAS, in
differential form, is then directly deduced from the
expressions of the laws of junction 0 and 1 of the leap in the
model graph causally derived.
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RRAS generation algorithm by bond graph: The following
algorithm can generate RRAS systematically from a bond
graph model. Here, in order, the steps to follow:
1) Put the bond graph model causality preferably derived
(by reversing the causal sensors if possible).
2) Write the equations of the resulting model: behavior
FB, Junctions FJ to measured FY, sources FAT and control
FC.
3) For any junction equation 0 and 1 containing at least
one detector:
a) eliminate unknown variables by browsing the causal
paths on the bond graph,
b) for any detector whose causality is reversed an RRA
is deducted,
c) for any detector whose causality cannot be reversed
an RRA is deduced by making equal its output with the output
of another sensor of the same type (hardware redundancy).
4) RRA is obtained from each controller by comparing the
measured output with output predicted by the control
algorithm.
5) Repeat steps 3 and 4:
a) if the RRAS obtained are strictly different from those
already obtained then keep, otherwise continue until all
equations junctions and those Regulators are explored. Now
apply this algorithm on our example application given to
Fig. 3.
6) The bond graph model causality derivative
corresponding to the hydraulic part the system is given to Fig.
8. The different analytical constraints model is given by
equations (25), (27), (29), (31) and (32). Moreover, it is
Important, in this algorithm, to consider that the outputs of
sources and regulators are known (measured). Step 3 the
algorithm is to eliminate the unknown variables of each
equation junction. Choose as the first equation corresponding
to junction 01.

While f5 variable is calculated from the constitutive
relationship of the element Ch :

f5  Ch

de5
dx

Where Ch is given and e5 is determined by traversing the
causal path from:

e27 L    e7 e6  e5 e5   .gL
Was thus:
f5 

A
dL
g
 A L
g
dt

All unknown variables in equation (40) are eliminated, the
first following analytical redundancy relationship is then
obtained:

RRA1 :  pump (u1 )   AL  F  0

(38)

Proceeding in the same way as in equation (39), a second
RRA may be generated from the equation of junction 01. In
this equation, e12 = 0 since it corresponds to the variable force
of a flow detector (Df: F). We can write:

e12  e10  e11  e13  e10  e11  e13  0

(39)

From the causal path:

e27 L    e7 e6  e10 ,

e10 calculates e13 Variable represents the atmospheric
pressure of the ambient environment, while e11 can be
obtained from the constitutive relation of the element R:

e10   gL
e13   Patm
e11  R ( f11 )  R ( F )

So we have:

f 6  f 3  f 4  f 5  f10

f10  F

(37)

In this equation, the subset of unknown variables is X =
f6, f3, f4, f5, f10. These variables can be eliminated by
browsing the causal paths on the bond graph model in Fig. 8.
f4 and f6 correspond to variable flow pressure sensors by P
and level L and therefore their values are zero (f6 = f4 = 0). f3
can be determined from the causal path MSfh: Φpump (U1) →
→ f1 f3 (see Fig. 8), since the output of the actuator is
considered in this case as being known (MSf pump = Φ (u1)).
We can write:

f3   pump (u1 )
The causal path Df: F → → f12 f10 f10 determines the
variable:

The second RRA which is structurally independent of the
first is

RRA2   gL  R ( F )  Patm  0

(40)

The Prior RRAS (Eq. (39) and Eq. (41)) are both obtained
from the junction corresponding to the hydraulic phenomena
of the process.
Failures signature Matrix: The RRAS form the structure of
a binary matrix Sji which provides the information on the
sensitivity of the residues to the failures component of the
physical process (sensors, actuators, controllers, physical
elements). The matrix elements are defined as follows:
{

(41)
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The Sji matrix is called a failure signature matrix that
provides the logic for the location errors detected during the
system operation. The purpose of the localization (isolation)
procedure is to provide the operator with a list of failed
components. Each component has a signature represented by a
vector line of the matrix and does not take into account the
values assigned to the variables Db (detectability) and Ib
(isolability). Component failure is detected if the variable
associated with the component is present in at least one RRA
(or the corresponding r residue). This failure is localizable if
its signature is unique, that is to say, different from the
signatures of the other components. From the specifications
requested, we can fix the list of components to be monitored.
Obviously, the performance of the monitoring system (about
isolabilité) depends on the number of items to be monitored
and to the differences in their failure signatures. To build the
matrix of the signatures, some components are removed from
the matrix since they are considered infallible.
How detection and fault isolation? Once the failures
generated by the analytic redundancy relationships and the
signature matrix have been obtained, the decision process is
the next step in designing a monitoring system. It consists of
making the detection and location of faults robust, reliable and
efficient. In general, the logic used to determine whether or
not a failure has occurred depends on the type of knowledge
available about the process, the method used and treated as
failures. A wide range of decision algorithms is given in [20].
The decision procedure is applied to all R residues

r  f ( K )  0 to generate a binary coherent vector V = [v1
v2 ... vn], which indicates whether a failure is present or not in
the process. Each element vi of V is obtained by applying the
corresponding decision procedure i (n), ie vi = Φi (n). Thus,
an alarm is generated when vi = 1 ⇒ V / = [00 ... 0].

are grouped in an augmented matrix denoted M, supposedly
clean, and an uncertainty whatever their type (parametric
uncertainties, structured and unstructured model uncertainty,
measurement noise, etc.) is connected in a matrix structure
diagonal Δ.
b) Modeling of Bond Graph uncertain elements: The
BG deterministic models of a physical element R of the
causality resistance and the conductance are shown
respectively in Fig. 10 (a) and (b).
Bond Graph element with additive uncertainty.
By introducing an uncertainty additively on the element R
in causal resistance are obtained:

eR  ( Rn  R) f R  Rn f R  Rf R  en  einc

Rn With the nominal value of the element R R and
the additive uncertainty parameter.  R And f R are
respectively the effort and flow in the element in R. Rn.fR =
and = EINC ΔR.fR represent respectively the effort made by
the nominal setting and effort introduced by the additive
uncertainty. Equation (42), clearly shows that the effort
introduced by.  R additive uncertainty is independent of the
nominal value of the parameter Rn. This form of
representation is valid for linear systems with constant
parameters. The bond graph equivalent model to the
mathematical model of equation (42) is given by Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 11(b) shows the bond graph model of the element R
in causal conductance. The bond graph approach can
anticipate problems simulation and generation of robust
RRAS.

Theoretically, if the system works, the value of each
residue ri (i = 1, .., n) must be equal to zero. But in practice
and in the simplest case, | ΨΔT (ri) | is limited by a small
amount i with pretreatment ΨΔT on each residue (i.e., a
running average over a time interval ΔT). The parameter i is a
fixed threshold (by experience, for example). Indeed, in
practice, the residual values in normal operation are never
zero. This is due to modeling errors and noise measurements.
To decide the presence of a failure, each treated residue is
compared with a threshold value i set as a priori. In the
simplest case, each element vi of V is obtained by using the
following condition:
{

|

|

(43)

Fig. 9. LFT Representation.

(42)
Fig. 10. The Deterministic Elements of Causal in the Resistance R (a) and the
Causal Conductance (b).

6) Robust Diagnostic Bond Graph approach6
a) Representation
LFT:
Linear
Fractional
Transformations (LFTs) are very generic objects used in the
modeling of uncertain systems. The universality of LFT is
because any regular expression can be written in this form.
[21] This form of representation is used for the synthesis of an
uncertain system of law control according to the principle of μ
analysis. It consists of separating the nominal part of a model
from its uncertain part, as shown in Fig. 9. The nominal values

.
Fig. 11. Element R Causality Resistance with Additive uncertainty (a). In
Causal Conductance (b).
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Indeed, in the case where the uncertainty is introduced
additively as a BG member (Bond Graph), the structural
properties of the uncertain model prevent the automatic
generation of the robust RRAS and generate the errors in the
simulated model. To illustrate this feature, the analysis of the
BG models and the C and I elements with integral causality
are derived in Fig. 12 and 13.
The BG models of C and I in the integral causality
presented in Fig. 12(a) and 13(a) show that the uncertainty
represented by a link graph element is causally related to the
nominal parameter with no link of causality with the rest of
the model. This situation creates a differential between the
nominal loop element and the uncertainty. Thus, for complex
models, where the number of uncertainties parametric is
important, the dynamic simulation model is practically
impossible because of the algebraic differential loops. When
BG models C and I elements are derived by causality
(Fig. 12(b), 13 and (b)), the nominal parameter ( Cn

and I n )

pass through the causal derivative and the parameter
corresponding to the uncertainty ( C and I ) pass through
the integral causality, but the differential loop is still present.
BG-LFT element with a multiplicative uncertainty
The introduction of a multiplicative uncertainty on the
element R in resistance causality gives:

eR  Rn (1   R ) f R  Rn f R   R Rn f R  en   R en  en  einc

(44)

Rn with the nominal value of the element R and R
Multiplicative

uncertainty

parameter.

eR

and

respectively the effort and flow in the parameter R =

fR

are

 R Rn f R

einc Rn f R and represent the effort made by the nominal
setting and effort introduced by the multiplicative uncertainty.
Unlike the effort introduced by an additive uncertainty
concerning the parameter (eq. (45), the effort made by a
multiplicative uncertainty (eq. (47, 45)) is a function of the
effort made by the nominal setting.

With 47 is:
q(t )   f (t )dt  q0   f (t )dt
t

t

t0

(45)

The introduction of a multiplicative uncertainty element R
in conductance causality gives:

1 
1
1
eR   1
eR
1   1  eR 
Rn 
Rn
R 
R Rn
 f n   1 f n  f n  f inc
fR 

R

(46)

The multiplicative uncertainty on the element R in causal
conductance. eR and f R are respectively the force and the
flux in the element R in causal conductance.

fn 

1
1
eR
f 1
eR
Rn et inc
R
n
R

Represent respectively the flow provided by the nominal
parameter and the flow introduced by the multiplicative
uncertainty. The equivalent models of the synoptic scheme of
the equations (43) and (45) are respectively given in
Fig. (14)(a) and (b).
From equations (45) and (47), we can construct the jump
graph model in Fig. 15(a) and (b). Passing by a deterministic
BG model in a form of uncertain LFT model, therefore,
consists in introducing the modulated sources of effort or flux,
which are respectively added to the junctions 1 or 0. Thus, the
model is correct and its structurally causal properties are not
modified (controllability, observability, etc.). Moreover, these
modulated sources have a causal link with the rest of the
model, in which the energy supply is spread in the form of
effort or flux and is added to the energetic balance at the
junctions. This standard form is suitable for diagnosing
systems with uncertain parameters [22].

Fig. 14. LFT Block Diagram Model of a Resistance Element R Causally with
Multiplicative uncertainty (a). Causality Conductance (b).
Fig. 12. The C Element in the Integral Causality with the Additive
uncertainty (a). The Causally Derivative (b).

Fig. 13. Element I in Integral Causality with Additive uncertainty (a).
Causally Derivative (b).

Fig. 15. The BG-LFT Model and the Causality R Resistance Element with the
Multiplicative uncertainty (a) .in Causal Conductance (b).
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c) Construction of a BG-LFT model: This method
consists of replacing each element with its uncertain BG-LFT.
Full BG-LFT can then be represented by the diagram of
Fig. 16 when the standard structure of Fig. 9 appears. On a
link graph model, each element corresponds to a specific
hardware component or physical phenomenon, thus
facilitating the identification of the numerical values of the
parameters and uncertainties, and the transition to the LFT
form is done by a simple addition modulated sources in the
effort and in the model data flow. The state variables of a
bond graph model are related to the dynamic elements I and C,
and the causal and structural aspects of the model allow the
automatic generation of an uncertain state model in the
standard 9 format.

Fig. 19. BG-LFT Model in Integral Causality of a Circuit R, C, I.

The bond graph model uncertain as LFT is obtained by
replacing each element by its uncertain BG-LFT model; we
obtain the BG-LFT model of Fig. 19. Parametric uncertainties
R , δ 1 R, 1 δ C corresponds to specific hardware
components. Interactions efforts (or flows) introduced by the
nominal parameters and uncertainties are performed by the
causal and structural constraints of the model; efforts (or flux)
are propagated along causal paths and are added to a junction
1 (or a junction 0).
7) Generating robust residues:
a) The general form of the uncertain RRA: Generating
robust analytic connections redundancy from clean,
observable and over determined link graph models is
summarized by the following steps:
- Step 1: Verifying the state of coupling with the
deterministic causal model of the preferential derivative link
graph; if the system is over determined, then, continue the
following steps.

Fig. 16. Representation of a BG-LFT.

Example: Given the RC circuit, I Next (Fig. 17).

- Step 2: The link graph model is formed in LFT.
- Step 3: The symbolic expression of the RRA is deduced
from the equation junctions. The first form will be expressed
by:

b f
i

Fig. 17. Electrical Circuit R, C, I.

The deterministic bond graph model of the system is given
in Fig. 18.

in

  Sf   i  0

(47)

For a junction 0:

b e

i in

  Se   i  0

(48)

For a junction ΣSf 1: With the sum of the sources flows
due to the junction 0, ΣSe the sum of the sources flows to the
junction 1, and b = ± 1 depending on whether the half-arrow
into or out of the junction. The unknown variables and ein
end.

Fig. 18. Deterministic Model BG Integral Causality of a Circuit R, C, I.

- Step 4: The unknown variables are eliminated by
browsing causal paths between the sensors or sources and
unknown variables.
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- Step 5: After removal of the unknown variables, the
uncertain RRAS is in the form:
RRA :  ( Se,  Sf , De, Df ,De, Df ,

 , R , C
i

n

n

, I n , TFn , GYN )  0

(49)

Where, TFn and Gyn are respectively the nominal values
of the moduli of TF and GY elements. Rn, Cn and In are the
nominal values of the components R, C and I. Σwi is the sum
of the modulated inputs corresponding to the uncertainties on
the junction-related items.
b) Generation of adaptive thresholds: The generated
RRAS consists of two separated parts by the use of the LFT
model, a nominal part denoted r:
r   ( Se,  Sf , De, Df ,De, Df ,  i , Rn , Cn , I n , TFn , GYN )
(50)
and uncertain part denoted with

b   i :

i   ( De, Df , De, Df , Rn , Cn , I n , TFn , GYn ,  R ,  I ,  C , TF ,  GY )

(51)

Where,  R dI, Ac, δTF, δGY are respectively the values
of multiplicative uncertainty on the elements R, I, C, TF and
GY, the uncertain portion of the RRA used for generating the
adaptive thresholds of normal operation as an envelope that
contains the residue in the absence of the defects. A
parametric uncertainty can be defined as a slight deviation of
the parameter from its nominal value, with no effect on the
proper functioning of the system. It can be constant or variable
and may vary randomly in a positive sense and in a negative
direction. Given this kind of uncertainty parameters, and by
using the properties of the absolute value of a real:

i   i ein

with unknown inputs does not provide a representation of the
fault deduced directly from the model of the link graph. The
analytic redundancy relationships generated using the parity
space method depends on knowing the degree of diversion to
be applied. The benefits of using this latter method consist of
the simplicity of understanding the (RRAS) because they
correspond to the relationships and the variables displayed by
the bond graph model, then the transition to the LFT form by
simply adding the data source. The effort and the flow
modulated the image of the physical process.
IV. APPLICATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The previous sections have presented the diagnostic
methods based on the link graph models. In this section, we
will illustrate some examples of technical applications based
on the generation of analytic redundancy relationships. The
system in Fig. 20 represents the diagnostic techniques of
academic platform tests. It consists of 3 tanks, 3 valves and a
flow source.
The jump pattern corresponding to the graph is given in
Fig. 21.
The analytical redundancy relations generated from the
model in Fig. 21 are given by:

ARR1  s f   cT 1 ( P)  RV 1 ( P1 , P2 )  0

(52)

With

 cT 1 ( P1 ) 

A1 dP1
g dt

R ( P1 , P2 )  Cdb .sign( P1  P2 )
V1

P1  P2

ARR2  RV 1 ( P1 , P2 )   cT 2 ( P2 )  RV 2 ( P2 , P3 )  0

(53)

With

i   i fin

 cT 2 ( P2 ) 

Indeed starting RRA of equation (50), r and substituting
its value (eq. (53)) in the RRA are obtained:

A2 dP2
g dt

R ( P2 , P3 )  Cdb .sign( P2  P3 )
V2

r   i  0  r   i

P2  P3

ARR3  RV 2 ( P2 , P3 )   cT 3 ( P3 )  RV 3 ( P3 )  0

While asking

(54)

With

a   i

 cT 3 ( P3 ) 

We then

A3 dP3
g dt

ra

R ( P3 )  Cdo .sign( P3 )

Since the variation of the residue is the image of the
variation of the uncertainties in the absence of defects, it can
vary in a positive direction and a negative direction. It is,
therefore, necessary to generate a lower (negative) threshold a noted.

The three residues represented in Fig. 22 are the result of
the introduction of a fault type "leak" t = 0.25 t = 0.75 at the
No. 1 tank.

V3

a  r  a
In this part, we presented the diagnostic methods
according to the Bond Graph approach, the use of observers

P3

The introduction of the same type of defect in No. 2 tank
gives the results in Fig. 23
The same fault as the previous two results is introduced
into vessel 3, giving the residues represented by Fig. 24:
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The result of a combined defect of the three tanks at the
same time is given in Fig. 25.
The response of the system in the presence of three
simultaneous faults is shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 25. Bottoms Combined Defects on the Tank 1.2 and 3.
Fig. 20. Hydraulic System 3 Tanks.

Fig. 21. Hydraulic System Model Bond Graph 3 Tanks.
Fig. 26. Response System to Three Defects Combined on the Tanks 1, 2
and 3.

V. DISCUSSIONS
The results of the application of the basic diagnostic
method to the bond graph model proved the effectiveness of
the technique in detecting the insulation defects in a single
system.

Fig. 22. Residues Resulting from a Defect Leakage on Tank 1.

– For the detection: the residue is zero as long as there is
no fault in the system, the introduction of a default passed the
residue to a non-zero value.
– For the isolation: the passage of the residue at a non-zero
value (or exceeds the threshold) is the result of a defect in the
corresponding tank.
1) Case study of an asynchronous motor
a) Bond Graph Model of the asynchronous motor: The
bond graph model of the asynchronous squirrel-cage motor is
given by Fig. 27.
The simulation model presented above shows the obtained
results (ias, ibs, ics and angular velocity) (Fig. 28).

Fig. 23. Residues Resulting from a Defect Leakage on the Tank 2.

Fig. 24. Residues Resulting from a Defect Leakage on the Tank 3.

The load torque absence is shown in Fig. 29:

Fig. 27. Bond Graph Model of the Asynchronous Motor with Cage.
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Fig. 28. The Stator Currents and the Angular Velocity of the MAS.

Fig. 29. The Couple Absence Charge.

The torque as a function of the angular velocity is
illustrated in Fig. 30.

Fig. 30. The Torque Depending on the Angular Velocity of Load Absence.

The development of the asynchronous motor modeling
step is detailed in [23].
However, to introduce the defects in the rotor of the
asynchronous motor, it is necessary to represent the
expression of the currents in each bar. The link graph model
presented in the following section will allow us to apply the
diagnostic methods studied in the previous sections
b) BG model of an asynchronous motor with cage for
the diagnosis: The bond graph model presented in Fig. 31 will
allows us to introduce the defects (bar Break, shorted turns in
a coil, ...) in the asynchronous motor. (The modeling step is
detailed in [23], [24] and [25]).
The stator currents in the two-phase mark are:
 2

 3
i
 
i    0
 




1

6
1
2

1
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 sa   1
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 isb   0
2  
i 
  sc  





1
m2
1
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  isb 
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Fig. 31. BG Model of the Asynchronous Motor for the Diagnosis.

The stator voltages are given by the following equations:
Ls d

 Rs  dt

V s  
0
V  
 s   
 0   Lm d


dt
 0  

  Lmr


Lm d
dt

0
Rs 

Ls d
dt

Lmr
Lm d
dt

0
Rr 

Lr d
dt

 Lr r




Lm d  i s 
 i s 
dt
 
i
Lr r    r 
 i r 
L d
Rr  r 
dt 
0

(56)

The electromagnetic torque for an induction motor with
pole P is given by.

Te 
(55)

P
i r  Lmi s  Lr i r   i r  Lmi s  Lr i r 

2

(57)
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The mechanical equation is:
d
Te  J
 c  TL
dx

rk

(58)

Such as:
The moment of inertia is given by J = 0.4 kg m2 • c the
friction of the shaft bearings is + = 0.15 N • s / m load torque
TL. Vαs, Vβs are the stator voltages of the α and β axes in the
Park coordinate system. iαs and iβs are the stator currents of
the α and β axes in the Park coordinate system. iαr, iβr are the
rotor currents of the α and β axes in the Park coordinate
system. Rs is the stator resistance 0.0788Ω Rr1... Rr5 bars are
the Rotor resistors 0.0408Ω Ls = stator inductance = 0.
The equation characterizing the IC element of Fig. 31 is
given by:

   L
IC    s    s
 r   Lm

Lm  i s 
Lr  i r 

(59)

c) Asynchronous engine diagnostics: The application of
the method presented in the previous section on the model
shown in Fig. 31 results in the generation of the following
analytical redundancy relations:


1
1
RAA1  Va  Rsa  m1 *  I 1  Vb  Rsb  Vc  Rsc   0
m
m
2
3



(65)

RAA2  I 2  1  2  3  4  5  0

(66)









 
IC   I 1 
I 2 



i  mri  Rri 


(60)

Such as:
m

The rotor current of the induction motor healthy cage is
shown in Fig. 33.

With:

Expression of the currents in each rotor bar is as follows:
[23]


 2(k  1) 
 2(k  1) 
irk  m i r cos  
  i r sin  

n
n






Represent the modules gyrators MGY MGY  4
in Fig. 31 the stator currents and the angular velocity are
depicted in Fig. 32.


ri

m6 

Residues of an asynchronous motor without fault are
shown in Fig. 34.
A bar breakage at the instant (t = 1.5s) on the rotor of the
asynchronous squirrel-cage motor produces the following
residues (Fig. 35).

2
n

The rotor currents are shown in Fig. 36.

We ask:

2( k  1) 

mrk  m * cos  

n


k  1, 2, , n

(61)

2(k  1) 

mrk  n  m *sin  

n


k  1, 2, n
whith
n5

(62)

Fig. 32. Stator Currents and Speed of the Asynchronous Motor Healthy.

The mrk y represents the modulated Transformer Modules
revealed in Fig. 31. By substituting the expression of the
currents in the electromagnetic torque equation (57):
5

Te   Tk 
k 1

P 5 2
 2(k  1) 
 2(k  1) 
 r cos  

  ar sin  
 irk

2 k 1 5 
n 
n  (63)



We ask:

rk 

2
 2(k  1) 
 2(k  1)  
 r cos   
  ar sin  

n 
n
n





(64)

Fig. 33. Rotor Asynchronous Motor Currents of the Healthy.
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Fig. 37. Residues with Short Circuit the Turns of a Stator Winding.
Fig. 34. Residues of a Healthy Asynchronous Motor.

Fig. 35. Residues of an Asynchronous Motor with One Broken Bar.

Fig. 38. BG-LFT Model of Asynchronous Motor with Cage.

Fig. 36. The Rotor Currents of an Asynchronous Motor with One Broken Bar.

A short circuit turns to (t = 1.5s) of a stator coil produces
the residues represented by Fig. 37.
Fig. 39. Residues Robust to Parameter Variations.

An asynchronous motor fault is detected by passing the
residues obtained from the RRAS to a non-zero value. The
isolation is achieved by the sensitivity of each RRAS to a
particular fault. A rotor failure (bar breakout) is isolated
bypassing the residual 2 (RRA2) to a non-zero value (Fig. 35).
A stator fault (short circuit) is isolated from the residue 1
(RRA1) at a value other than zero (Fig. 37).
d) Robust diagnostic asynchronous motor with cage:
The uncertain Bond Graph model of an asynchronous motor
with a cage is shown in Fig. 38.
A deviation in the value of the resistance of a stator coil
causes a variation of the residue 2, the alarm is not triggered
until there is no excess of the value of the adaptive thresholds
(± a) (Fig. 39).
The detection of the index D allows us later to detect the
defect. A short circuit in a stator coil is detected and isolated
bypassing the detection index D to a positive value (Fig. 40).

Fig. 40. Fault Detection in the Presence of Parametric Variations.

This section presents the BG LFT modeling and the
reliable diagnosis of a cage asynchronous motor. The
interaction of different phenomena is taken into account
through the energetic properties of the link graph tool. The use
of the LFT form to model the link graph elements is
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generated, from the model, the residuals and the adaptive
thresholds for normal operation. The detection index is used to
detect the defects with the parametric variations of the support
in the monitored system.

In the current economic climate, business performance
must be growing. For that, the pumping system must always
be produced with good performance, with low cost, and
inefficient severe security conditions. Also, the processes are
increasingly complex and increasingly computerized. Thus, it
is less obvious or intuitive to know if everything is going well
in a process. For this purpose, monitoring methods that allow
the detection and diagnosis of faults (errors) are presented.
Over a fault is detected early and correctly diagnosed, the
production process will comply with the requirements of the
safety requirements. We presented a method that allows a
robust diagnostic link graph to include it in a single tool: the
modeling and the diagnostics.
There are many perspectives for this research work.
Diagnosis wise, complex systems are usually no linear and no
stationary, which makes developing diagnosis algorithms that
are capable of covering most of the operation ranges very
difficult.
Robust diagnosis of no stationary systems is a perspective
theme that can be developed with multi-model approach. The
difficulty in such approaches lies in the discontinued transition
between models which can trigger false alarms.
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